Michele Palmateer
1887 Knox st
Castro Valley, Ca 94546
1-510-258-8702
cabbyboo@gmail.com
O BJECT IVE

To work in a friendly, caring environment that has high standards in what they do. I love
to learn new things to advance my skill set and enjoy working alone or with others in a
team.
PRODUCTION ASSOCIATE, Carousel Bay, LLC., Oakland, Ca. —2020-Present.
My main position is working in the roll master room running machines that mass produce
cannabis preroll’s, but I oat around when needed to help on the ower line or packaging.
Im pro cient in running Rollmaster 420”s, Knockbox and running the ower line
machine, ower grinder and all types of packaging, labeling, sorting and quality control
of ower.
The company is relocating to Southern California.
PRODUCTION WORKER, VCC Inc., Oakland, Ca. — 2018-2020
Worked in the kitchen and drink room making cannabis infused products and running
packaging equipment. Responsible for measuring out ingredients for both departments.
Can run kitchen equipment, drink room mixing vats, dispensing machines and packaging
equipment.
VETERINARY ASSISTANT, Adobe Pet Hospital, Livermore, Ca.—2015-2018
Administered vaccines, roomed clients, placed catheters, pulled blood, monitored
anesthesia, performed dental cleanings, surgical suite set up, monitored animals after
surgical procedures, answered phones, checked clients in and out and took care of
kenneled animals.
VETERINARY ASSISTANT, Redwood Animal Hospital, Castro Valley, Ca.—
2006-2015
Roomed clients, answered phones, checked clients in and out, handled vet tech appts,
ordered medical supplies, took care of kenneled animals, administered vaccines, ran in
house lab equipment, made and autoclaved surgical packs, assisted and monitored
anesthesia in surgical suite.
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NIGHT CREW, Safeway Inc., Orinda and Dublin, Ca.—1994-2006

Responsible for stocking and ordering inventory for store, provided customer service and
checked out customers.
EDU C ATION

North Tahoe High School graduate 1982
SKILLS

I have great communication and customer service skills, can run lots of different types of
machinery, from kitchen, lab, preroll, owers line, grinding and packaging equipment. I
can work at a fast pace by myself or with others.

REFRENCES
NICOLE CONLEY Personal Friend. 415-818-2635
ULYSSES MENA Operation Manager for Island/Carousel Bay 917-907-1820
JUDIE NELSON Personal Friend 209-640-1487
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NEIL IGNACIO Production Manager for Island/Carousel Bay. 909-718-9438

